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Breakout

heartbeats pounding fast i think i've lost them 
suspend above the crack broken and confused 
don't you look amused 
ascend the spiral stair to anywhere 
transparent floating in debris 
black diamond sky at night i'm outta sight 
escaped from cosmic gaol it's quite a tale 
i'm limp and burning out 

leave them all behind away from darkness 
cruise the stellar maze thin blue atmosphere 
get away from here 
when you wish upon a bright new star 
i will try to shed a tear 
i think of spanish eyes it's no surprise 
upon the galley coloured infra red i'm back in bed 
so long

ride the waves of pleasure stormclouds gather overhead 
i recognize the ether as it fills my head with lead 
lipsync angel on the bends we'll find those happy trails 
by tapping in to outer space and letting out the sails 

-------------------------------

Trouble in Paradise

ride a submarine to your darkest dream avoiding all reality 
lost my self defense feelin kinda tense can't remember what to say today 

leave me alone tryin to find the zone reaching for tranquility 
under attack you better watch your back evading all the trickery 

i got back from the city 
couldn't hear the bell 
you were standing in the spotlight 
it was cold as hell 
turned round and you were missin 
couldn't see the light 
they ain't gonna take me 
on this moonless night 

rollin' rollin' rollin' round and round 
hear the sound lost and found 
rollin' rollin' rollin' round and round 
waves of sound hit the ground 

i can't bare the solar flare in your mind you are blind 
sitting on a comet's tail it's the time be sublime 

-------------------------------

Walls 

nightlight out no one home 
nightlight out don't wanna be on your own 
candlelit figures watch from above 
afraid of the terror looking for love 

heart of metal eyes of steel 
chase through the night demons reveal 
darkness reflected the cities collapse 
highways demolished as fragile as glass 

my position remains unclear 
you fight to hide the lies don't try to die 
my decision rests with you 
i despise the spies don't try to die 
close the door sound the fear 
isolate the pain you'll stay the same 

-------------------------------

Tranquil Fantasy

floating on the nightflight 
dreaming of a blue kite 
infiltrate the dead night 
descend upon the crime site 
lunacy prevails like all fantastic tales 

explain the last refrain floating down my brain 
forgiven sonic waves transcend our thoughts again 
take the stranger's hand i think he's with the band 
we're living on the edge beyond the chief's command 

dancing notes abounding 
fading in the dark 
streaming forest mist glows 
descending on the heart 
lunacy prevails like all fantastic tales 

-------------------------------

Wires

so you think you can fly right up to the sky 

flyin high higher than the mountain sky 
be a star gonna play my air guitar 
check the king but for now we'll laugh and sing 
don't you know that i'm training for the show 

attack decay our sins will be revealed 
i'll miss the shakedown 
don't go too far the years create the tears 
don't tie me down now 

guess you'll pay if you really wanna stay 
join the race launch right into hyperspace 
doin time wanna reach the borderline 
play the game well i think they've gone insane 

do do do do ... it's alright 

so you think you can fly right up to the sky 

so tonight let us take that golden flight 
lookin up put that storm into a cup 
take my sight honey not without a fight 
crystallise vapourise before your eyes 

attack decay our sins will be revealed 
i'll miss the shakedown 
don't go too far the years create the tears 
don't tie me down now 

do do do do ... it's alright 

-------------------------------




